Canada’s immigration has always been a topic of much debate. Policies usually reflected contemporary prejudices and attitudes. Preferences for specific nationalities were revealed in various recruitment efforts. During the 1920s Canada sought mainly agricultural settlers. The only way women could enter the country, besides as a family member, was to agree to domestic work. In 1927, the Central Women’s Colonization Board (CWCB) was formed in Calgary. This organization worked closely with the Canadian Pacific Railway (CPR) and was involved in the recruitment and placement of domestic workers. Its priority was to select “preferred” domestics, mostly British. This objective did not always coincide with the priorities of others, for example, those of the railways. Domestic work was unattractive and expectations of employers and employees alike were often unrealistic. During the short time of its existence, the CWCB went through a number of changes in order to accommodate more of the “non-preferred,” and to satisfy all concerned. With the onset of the Depression, immigration numbers declined and the CWCB withered away.

Much of the immigration debate in Canada has centered around the issue of the “preferred and non-preferred.” To populate the west with agricultural settlers was a priority and recruitment efforts by the government and railway companies were primarily geared toward this group of immigrants. That Canada desired agriculturists was usually agreed upon, but their nationality was often disputed. Farmers and farm workers have been the focus of studies by Danysk (1995) and Cherwinski (1983). Domestic workers were also in great demand. Studies dealing with female immigrants have focused on
changes in women’s work and the adjustment to western Canadian conditions, (see, for example, Barber 1991). This paper focuses on the recruitment, treatment and distribution as well as the aftercare domestics received from the Central Women’s Colonization Board (CWCB). This Calgary based organization was affiliated with the Canadian Pacific Railway (CPR). Women were, generally, accorded a better or more protected reception than men. This was perhaps due to the perceived inability of women to look after themselves. It was not proper for women to travel alone and, therefore, women coming to western Canada were usually met in Winnipeg by a representative of an immigration organization. Existing morals had to be upheld and those responsible for the travel and placement of domestics were eager to protect not only the women but also themselves from future problems and blame. The established community favoured British domestics, but it was difficult to recruit large numbers of these “preferred” women. Also, “preferred” immigrants generally were often difficult to recruit as well. This was a cause of concern to the railway companies who wished to increase their business through the promotion of an increasing population. They lobbied the government to increase the numbers of immigrants from a wider variety of countries, especially from countries where it was easier to recruit large numbers of agriculturists. The recruitment of women from eastern European countries, the “non-preferred,” was often controversial. The correspondence and records of the relatively small CWCB, which operated for a few years during the late 1920s, demonstrates prejudices and attitudes towards immigrants, specifically women. It also shows that general opinion and corporate interests did not always coincide.

She arrives in our city clad in the picturesque garments of her native country but we see her in these perhaps once. In a day’s time or at the most in a few weeks she is a perfect Canadian in habiliments and manner. By the end of three months she can talk our language sufficiently well to make herself understood. Often she sends money to support her folk in the homeland. If she has not this burden soon you are likely to find her living in a well-kept house of her own fully paid for, and bringing up little Canadian children while she continues to earn money by going out to work by the hour or the day.1

At various times, large waves of immigrants have entered Canada; the largest lasted from approximately the turn of the century until World War I, during which immigration virtually came to a standstill. Post-Confederation settlement came under the
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**Dominion Lands Act** of 1872. Clifford Sifton, Minister of the Interior from 1896 to 1905, was responsible for immigration. He streamlined policies and advertised “the Last Best West” focusing on agricultural settlers from the U.S. and northern European countries. His policies continued to have an impact in the years following. Between 1900 and 1914, almost three million immigrants came, more than 400,000 in 1913 alone (Hawkins, 1972). The next major wave of immigrants was from 1925 to 1930, although the numbers were not as dramatic as those of the earlier period. For example, during the inter-war years, the peak year was 1928 when 166,783 immigrants arrived. In the early years of immigration, efforts to attract settlers were not as organized as during the inter-war years when immigration policies became more focused and efficient. “The new immigration policy was to be in accord with new priorities of national development and in reaction to new ideological fears and nativist tensions. The new concerns were “selection,” “absorption” and “assimilation”” (Osborne, 1990). In 1925, the Canadian government joined forces with the (CPR) and the Canadian National Railway (CNR) in order to promote and streamline immigration. This cooperative arrangement, known as the Railways Agreement (RA), was established initially for a period of two years. Under the terms of the agreement, the Federal Department of Immigration and Colonization (DIC) dealt exclusively with the “preferred,” defined as British, Americans and northern Europeans. Hedges (1939) points out that British immigrants received “distinct preference and encouragement.” People from central and eastern Europe, the “non-preferred,” were delegated to the CPR and CNR. Others did not enter this hierarchy and were hardly ever mentioned. The “preferred / non-preferred” hierarchy changed at times. For example, although Germany and Austria were classified “non-preferred” after WWI, German speaking immigrants soon became very desirable. Through the RA, the government also wanted to avoid duplication in the colonization effort and, at the same time, wanted to distance themselves from the less popular “non-preferred” immigration activities.²

The “preferred” and “non-preferred” were further divided into three classes of immigrants as allowed under the RA. In addition to the homesteaders and farmers, who had financial resources to settle on land of their own, two other groups of workers were attracted. First, there were the farm labourers, who were always needed in great numbers. According to Danysk (1995), if the demand was great enough, prejudices could easily be suspended. Second, there were the domestic workers, who were also in great demand. A domestic worker was defined as a female with experience in housekeeping
duties in the country of origin and who was coming to Canada for the purpose of accepting employment as a domestic servant in a rural district.

Both the CPR and the CNR played a role in attracting agricultural workers and domestic servants. The focus of this paper, however, is the role of the CPR in the recruitment and placement of domestics. The CPR and CNR were considered qualified to select and settle immigrants. They had organizations in place that dealt with the recruitment and transportation of immigrants. Their own interest was to increase population numbers along their rail lines in order to increase business. Part of the agreement was the commitment by the railway companies to transport back to the country of origin all immigrants brought by them to Canada who refused to engage in agriculture, agricultural labour, or domestic service and who became public charges within a period of one year after admission. With the onset of the Depression, those who became public charges or participated in radical activities were deported in large numbers. Federal regulations for the immigration of domestics were rigid and dealing with women immigrants was complicated. At a Colonization Conference in Edmonton in 1928, Dr. W.J. Black stated, “the fact is recognized that there is less possibility of trouble arising from the immigration of wholesale male help than that of the opposite sex.” Limitations on the number of domestics were determined by demand and prevailing ethnic preferences. For domestics, the threat of deportation was used after repeated placement and replacement with a number of employers. Deportation was also considered for one domestic who came to Canada while pregnant, but her condition and the help of Ms. Wares, the secretary of the CWCB, prevented the authorities from proceeding with the deportation.

Domestic servants came to Canada through a variety of immigration schemes. A large number of organizations were active in bringing domestics to Canada. For example, the Catholic Women’s League, the Scottish Immigrant Aid Society, the Imperial Order of Daughters of the Empire and the Young Women’s Christian Association were active in recruiting domestics, mostly from Britain. These institutions also promoted assimilation into Canadian society by providing reading materials and the holding of educational meetings at which English and “proper” Canadian ways were taught. “Members of women’s organizations were believed to have special knowledge of training requirements, as well as the ability to influence potential employers regarding working conditions” (Roach Pierson, 1986). Women, other than domestics, usually came with families. Families received most of the encouragement and assistance provided through immigration schemes, including reduced
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fares. There was little opposition to female immigrants, but competing priorities in immigration and employment affected their numbers in several ways. The number of British women willing to come to Canada as domestic servants gradually decreased. Between 1904 and 1914, 54,396 English domestics came to Canada. The number declined to 27,556 between 1919 and 1930. For the same years, the number of central and eastern European domestics increased from 15,387 to 30,814 (Barber, 1991). During the war, many women had left domestic service to work for the war effort and few were willing to return to it. Britain was also faced with a shortage of domestics and, despite travel incentives, it was difficult to attract women to Canada which also had to compete with other dominions, especially Australia, for British domestics (Barber, 1985). For potential employers in western Canada, it was difficult to obtain British or Scandinavian girls, most of whom preferred to stay in eastern Canada where wages were higher. However, it has been pointed out that some domestics preferred farm life where the work was often shared between the maid and the woman of the house and status within the household was higher (Leslie, 1974).

Notwithstanding these factors, for single British women, the only way to immigrate was by agreeing to domestic service, a kind of work some would never have considered at home. If domestic service was required as a way to obtain passage, especially assisted, so be it; perhaps better opportunities would come later. Assistance for occupations other than domestic work were nonexistent. Some hoped that over time and after a period of domestic work, other opportunities would arise. For many women, immigration was an opportunity to travel, and to meet new people, perhaps single men. In Britain, as a result of the war, women outnumbered men. In Canada, the opposite was the case. This imbalance, mostly of men in their prime working years, resulted from the larger numbers of immigrant men as compared to women. (Thompson with Seager, 1985; Ward, 1983). Demographics played an important role, and it can be asked to what extent policy making was influenced by this demographic discrepancy given such expressions as the following:

Here in Great Britain we have a disproportion between the sexes, which inevitably leads to difficulties both social and economic. There in Canada, they have not nearly enough women to go around: it is the men who are in excess . . . Canada does not want typist, nor teachers, nor nurses . . . nor does she want factory operatives . . . what she wants is what unfortunately, we want too—cheerful and efficient workers. We shall naturally complain . . . when the high
wages offered in Canadian cities tempt away our trained and all-too-few housemaids, cooks and parlourmaids, still that rarest of beings, the efficient ‘housekeeper’ (Fisher, 1925).

It was difficult to fill the many requests for household help. For example, in 1926 the Calgary office of the CPR’s Department of Colonization and Development (DCD) received requests for more than 100 domestics, of which only 15 could be filled. In order to streamline efforts to attract domestic servants, the CPR set up an organization in cooperation with several women’s groups. This organization, the Central Women’s Colonization Board (CWCB), was made up of ladies who had been “active in practical social work” and were highly interested in colonization. They were women of the social class that employed most of the domestics. Through their involvement, they were also able to influence numbers and nationalities and start the process of assimilation into Canadian society immediately. The CWCB was to look after the placement of women immigrants in southern Alberta while the existing Calgary Women’s Hostel was to serve as a receiving station and resting place for women before they travelled on to their final destination. With the existence of such a facility, there was no need to establish additional homes. Although the Women’s Hostel was an independent institution, the DIC had been using the facility on a regular basis, paying the hostel $500.00 per year and an additional $1.50 for each immigrant who came through the hostel which provided room and board for 48 hours. The CPR could not expect to provide different or less costly accommodation than that already provided by the Women’s Hostel. The Central Women’s Colonization Board existed only for a few years despite the hopes of its sponsors that it would have a lasting impact on the settlement of women domestics in western Canada. The numbers of domestic immigrants, who came to Canada, through the efforts of the Board, were not dramatic, although activity increased during the years of its existence. In 1927, 38 women were placed by the CWCB, 192 in 1928 and 309 in 1929. During the early 1930s, the organization faded away with the economic uncertainties of the Depression years.

During its first year, the CWCB looked forward to attracting about 200 domestic workers, or approximately 20 each month. The Board would receive orders from individual employers and other colonization boards. For the CPR, its cooperation with a group of well-placed women in Calgary represented favourable public relations. An official of CPR’s DCD suggested that the organization
would be able to influence the Government to permit a greater number of women workers and be a valuable contribution to western Canada. Greater numbers were important to the CPR but had to be balanced with concerns about the “right kind” of immigrant, a priority for the CWCB. In order to get the most for their money, the Board could also be useful should placements not work out and domestics needed to be placed with another employer. It also relieved the DCD of much of its responsibility “in this important but delicate phase of colonization work.”

In early 1927, Miss Elsa Wares was hired as the secretary of the CWCB. Her wages were $75.00 per month and were paid by the CPR to Miss Gertrude Markle, Vice President of the Board and Superintendent of the Women’s Hostel, who, in turn, paid the secretary. Miss Markle and Miss Wares also received rail passes in order to travel freely around the area served by the CWCB’s placement work. In order to be able to receive the passes, they were placed on the CPR payroll at a nominal $1.00 per month. In November of 1927, Mr. James Colley, Assistant Superintendent of Colonization in Calgary requested that Miss Wares be paid directly by the CPR because, at times, Miss Markle had been unavailable to endorse the cheque. The answer from Mr. C.A. Van Scoy, the Superintendent of Colonization, was that the CPR was contemplating some larger organizational changes and that the arrangements for the payment of Miss Wares would be part of that review. This changed method of pay also, apparently, changed Miss Wares status to that of a full-time employee of the CPR. In the Calgary Directory of 1929, she is listed as the secretary of the CWCB of the CPR. Through the secretary, the CPR tried to increase its influence in the decision-making of the Board.

### Domestic Work

Domesticity is a gender issue, but domestic work is divided along class lines. Domestic work has always been considered women’s work, though some women would definitely not dirty their hands with this kind of activity. In western Canada, where domestic help under the best of circumstances was difficult to obtain, the lady of the house had to take on many tasks herself. There are anecdotes of women who would brag about the pioneering experience and the activities that they were required to do, however, many women did not have a choice in the matter. Finding any household help was difficult, and having more than one maid was usually impossible. Many households, especially in western Canada, were ru-
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d and agricultural; so-called “household tasks” often included farm
chores as well. For example, the CWCB received one request for a

clean and strong girl, able to milk a few cows. Another request was

made for a bright woman who would be able to work in the office

part of the afternoons “when her housework is done.” Clearly, both

the female employer and the domestic servant performed work not

always considered household duties.

Domestic work was unattractive. Wages were low and working

conditions were often poor. Employer-employee relations were

sometimes oppressive, partly because living conditions often made

it difficult to keep a social distance between the employer and do-

mestic. It was felt that a social distance had to be maintained as

indicated by the following statement of an employer:

I spoilt her. She wanted everything I got if I got a white

sweater coat she got one too, I got a green dress so did she

and so on. Well you know how that goes down with the

maid. I have not got a big head but well I like a little differ-

ence.10

Another major obstacle was “living in” because it involved su-

pervision and control (Strong-Boag 1988). Therefore, on isolated

farms, where the domestic was often the only other female with

whom the lady of the house could converse, it was important to

have a servant with whom one felt comfortable. This was usually

the reason women wanted someone of their own background, or at

least someone who could speak their language. The population of

some of the rural communities in western Canada consisted of a

variety of ethnic backgrounds and the British were not always fa-

voured as agricultural or domestic workers. Domestic work was also,

to some extent, seasonal. On farms, when everyone else was needed

for seeding and harvesting, household work and other duties in-

creased for the domestic. A larger number of farm workers meant

more cooking and cleaning. Some employers wanted the arrival of

domestics kept on hold until the busy spring season started, or to

pay less when the amount of farm work was low, because as was

often stated, “there is not much to do now.” Sometimes domestics

were asked to stay through the winter for lower pay or work with-

out wages for room and board only. During the late 1920s, with the

onset of the Depression when the economic situation deteriorated,

it probably became more common for domestics to make conces-

sions and to stay.

Everyone had his or her own ideas as to what constituted a work

load, as the following letter explains: “I would prefere [sic] a girl

that will do the housework and milk two easy milking cows. I have
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a family of six although I haven’t so very much to do. But as the baby is only 4 weeks old I am not able to do the work myself and if suitable girl will keep girl till after threshing.” Domestics preferred city jobs - where the pay was higher - to rural positions and there were many complaints about them not staying at their (rural) jobs. Some domestics would marry and start their own households. As pointed out by Griswold (1988), “For young single women, this universally despised occupation undoubtedly helped propel them into marriage.” In a country where men outnumbered women, domestics were not destined to last in their jobs. The secretary of the CWCB remarked that there were so many marriages, it balanced the number of arrivals. Some employers would have liked to enter into contracts with the domestics, but the government did not allow a contract to be signed which would tie a domestic to a place for any length of time. However, some form of contract would have been beneficial to both parties, because employers and employees alike complained about the other not living up to expectations. Employers usually complained that the domestics were slow in learning the language, or that they were not clean. Domestics argued that employers did not live up to promises, usually regarding wages, or that they assigned more work and longer hours than expected.

Despite subsidized fares for British domestics, it was difficult for the CWCB to recruit from Britain, except on special nominations. These required the employer to fill out a special form and submit it to the immigration authorities. After approval, the form was passed on to the Women’s Branch of the CPR’s Department of Colonization in England, which was responsible for selection in that country. This procedure could take several weeks and, even then, the domestic might not be suitable to the nominator and would require replacement, which meant finding another employer or employee. Domestics coming on “blanket order” (a less time-consuming procedure used mostly for continental domestics) were required to go to the places assigned to them. The secretary of the Board, however, would point out to a prospective employer that continental girls were brought from Europe on almost every steamer. As many employers requested a girl almost immediately, there was strong incentive to take what was available. A declaration, in the domestic’s own language, required that she agree to accept whatever position was provided for her by the CPR and both the employer and domestic were encouraged to provide a week’s notice in the event of termination. Discussions concerning the domestic problem led to a variety of proposals, at times extreme. For example, Lettice Fisher wrote in 1925:
We can scarcely in these sophisticated days adopt the simple expedient of sending over a shipload of wives, as was done some forty years ago . . . each of the new families . . . should be encouraged to take an unmarried sister. She would be of great comfort and help to the wife, and would dimin-
ish both her natural loneliness and her labours in the early days (Fisher, 1925).

It was, of course, difficult to implement such a proposal.

**Preferred Versus Non-Preferred**

Soon after the establishment of the CWCB, the CPR pushed for a greater number of domestics and the inclusion of the “non-preferred” or continental women. Now that they were involved in a “very expensive organization” with a full-time secretary, the CPR’s colonization officials wanted to use it to the fullest, in order to expand the population base along their right-of-way. They preferred, however, to keep this motive out of the public eye. In early 1927, Miss Markle was encouraged by the CPR’s DCD head office in Montreal to write to Mr. Egan, the Deputy Minister of Immigration and Colonization, to outline the CPR’s plans. She was told not to mention the CPR’s involvement, however, but simply to state that the Board would be willing to receive, place and give aftercare to continental domestics. Through this arrangement, the CPR tried to recruit domestics from a larger area and to increase their numbers. They also wanted to speed up the process, so that continental women with CPR certificates would be granted papers and, in that way, bypass the nomination process. After a long discussion, the Board decided not to go along with this expansion, but rather to wait and see how the placement of the 200 British domestics would work out before committing themselves to an involvement with other nationalities. It was assumed that “girl immigrants from the continent” would need much personal supervision and assistance and therefore that more work would be involved. The following is an example of the anticipated problems:

> Our hired hand is a Slav too and we feel that there are to many opportunities for them to be thrown together for short periods of time alone that we are afraid of the consequences.13

One may wonder if temptation would have been different if the hired hand had been of a different nationality. The women of the CWCB, along with other women’s organizations, strongly favoured British domestics. Women from different parts of the country joined in the effort to impress upon immigration department officials not only the need for domestic servants but also the advantages of British immigration (Palmer, 1982). Although the decision was initially made that 200 both British and continental domestics would be re-
recruited, it became evident that the Board was only willing to commit to bringing in British domestics. The women on the Board were not interested in the CPR’s push to get more continental domestics. A change from this policy would require a change in the Board itself.

The image of a British Canada, which stands out in much of the Board’s correspondence concerning immigration, tended to grow from the ideals of well-to-do urban women who were active in benevolent societies, many of British background themselves. But, in fact, British girls were not necessarily favoured by employers in small towns and rural areas. This fact was recognized by CPR immigration officials and was one of the reasons that they encouraged the involvement of Board members from places other than Calgary. Some employers preferred “foreign” girls, because they seemed more content and usually were willing to stay longer in one place. Employers also favoured the non-British for economic reasons that overrode ethnic bias as those who had arrived, despite the official bias, were also cheaper than Canadian and English-speaking domestics. Conversation was understandably difficult and often done with the help of dictionaries. Some domestics would bring their own, an indication that they were willing to learn English despite the occasional statement to the opposite in letters to the Board: “I have spent a lot of time on this girl, teaching her English . . . it is such an undertaking.”14 Language learning did work both ways “[My wife] has picked up quite a little Polish so that would be the easiest language to take, but as long as you send their little book [dictionary] along with them we are able to make out in almost any language.”15 A request made to the Board for a dictionary stated: “I think our new maid will be satisfactory [and the] . . . Hungarian-English book you sent us was a great help. Could you now send us one for Lithuanian-English? When the maid leaves, we keep the book we get from you so that it will do for another of the same nationality.”16 Often the slow learning process was used as an excuse for paying wages below the going rate. One employer complained that the domestic wanted to leave for another place where she would receive better pay. “Until she can speak and understand more English, I do not feel that I can possibly pay her more than I am now.”17

“Preferred” domestics could expect wages to start at $25.00 per month; for continental domestics wages ranged between $15.00 and $20.00 per month, although they generally could not expect more than $15.00 per month to start. Increases were made according to their ability to learn “Canadian ways.” Many employers clearly wanted value for their money, as stated in this request for a domes-
tic: “Will you please send me a girl this week if I have to pay 20 dollars would like an English-speaking one for that if not send a German if you can as they are better disposition than these dagos.”

Many employers also stated a preference for Scandinavian girls. However, Miss Wares was well aware of the sensitivities hidden in the requests. She pointed out that English-speaking employers would have as much difficulty conversing with Norwegian servants as with Poles, Ukrainians, and other continental Europeans. She wrote, “As far as suitability for domestic work, industry, intelligence and cleanliness are concerned, these qualities cannot be determined by nationality.”

The distinction between “preferred” and “non-preferred” was clearly based on more than just language. Preferences were often complicated and arbitrary and those in charge had to balance requests and numbers against prejudices. The difficulty is evident in an exchange of telegrams between colonization officials, one requesting “four Czechs, three Jugos, and three Hungarian speaking Jugos. Cannot accept Lithuanians, Ukrainians or Poles.” The answer was: “... you accept ten Lithuanian domestics as unable to divert at this late date.”

Disagreement was growing between the CPR and the CWCB about the number of domestics and their geographic origin. The CPR wanted to be involved in the decision-making process and yet, at the same time, appear to be at arm’s length. They were a corporation making business decisions and more immigrants meant more business, regardless of where they came from.

The CPR proposed a reorganization of the Board at the end of 1927. They suggested adding to the Board ladies who were connected with women’s organizations in smaller towns and who would be favourable toward placing continental domestics in addition to British. It was argued that, in some areas of Alberta, most of the good farming territory was settled by people of “foreign nationality” who did not like to hire British help but preferred workers of their own nationality (Dijks, 1994). The intention was to extend the Board’s geographical mandate to cover not only Alberta but all of western Canada. At the end of 1927, the old Board was dissolved by the Board members. The outgoing Board members felt that the work was not what they had anticipated—namely the placement of 200 British domestic servants—and, therefore, felt that they could not support the changes. The CPR bypassed Miss Markle, the president of the Women’s Hostel, who opposed an increase of continental domestics and put Miss Wares, who was more accepting, in charge of obtaining orders and the placement of domestics throughout the area. She was free to arrange accommodations at the Hostel or at other suitable places.
Although the objectives of the new Board were essentially the same as those of the previous one, some of the members opposed to continental domestics no longer sat on the Board. The other difference was that Calgary Women’s Hostel no longer had a monopoly on accommodations for newly-arrived domestics and its $500.00 annual grant from the DIC was not renewed. Women were now welcomed at the YWCA and, later in the year, the facilities of the Catholic Women’s League were also used. Miss Wares’ salary, which the CPR considered a grant to the Board, increased from $75.00 to $100.00 per month plus expenses for travel involving colonization work. Miss Wares was to devote all her time to the placement and replacement of the domestics. She also became a Board member. The CPR wanted the work to focus mostly on continental domestics and expected numbers to increase along with the changed mandate. This more clearly reflected the CPR’s own priorities: to increase population along its rail lines in order to increase business. The railways were not only indirectly involved in nation-building through the construction of the railways, but were also heavily involved in social engineering. The railways pushed for an open-door immigration policy, as did business generally, to keep the cost of labour down. The government, however, had different pressures, particularly in respect of “preferred” and “non-preferred” selection. Settlers of particular backgrounds were favoured, while others were not and these categories and groups changed with economic and political circumstances. Consequently, this made the “right approach” concerning immigration policies difficult to predict and made it impossible to please all interest groups. The government was willing to go along with everyone’s wishes, but was afraid of a public backlash (Dijks, 1994).

Treatment of Immigrants

Immigrant women were, in fact, accorded a better or, at least, a more protected reception than men, an indication of ideas and values at that time. This was perhaps due to a perceived inability of women to look after themselves. “Girls coming from the continent of Europe are being looked after in such a manner that it is impossible for them to get into trouble if they follow our instructions and keep in touch with us.”21 On the ships they were under the proper supervision of conductresses. From the port of landing they were escorted to Winnipeg and met by representatives of various organizations. The YWCA in Winnipeg reported that four workers met 7,825 trains in 1920 and assisted 10,644 women and children. In Winnipeg, the secretary of the CWCB would also meet girls moving
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west and escort them to Calgary. A girl would not be placed in the home of a bachelor or widower, unless there were other women in the house. Moreover, the Board devoted a considerable amount of time to aftercare. The secretary encouraged the girls and employers to stay in touch with her so that confusion and misunderstanding could be avoided, especially with those domestics who could speak little English. Clubs were formed where girls could meet after working hours and on their days off to learn English and domestics were allowed holidays on Sunday and Thursday afternoon. The events on these days were attended by large numbers of girls. Evidently, many were allowed these free afternoons. Existing morals had to be upheld and those responsible for the recruitment of domestics and the organization of their travel were eager to protect not only the women, but also themselves from future problems and blame. The Assistant Superintendent of Colonization remarked that “Having an organization to look after the placement and replacement of girls such as we have in Calgary is a great advantage in handling female immigrants. The girls are safeguarded as much as they possibly can be and responsibility either to our company or to the government is materially reduced.” Men, in contrast, were often cut adrift after arrival, as in the case of harvesters brought to Canada in 1928. Their arrival coincided with bad weather and many drifted into the cities, causing a public outcry (Dijks, 1993).

Differences in outlook are also apparent in the relationship between Miss Wares and Miss Markle. Miss Wares seemed to have enjoyed her work with the CPR. In cases where problems were developing, and authorities were looking for someone to blame for the situation, she would be resolute and try to deal with the problem. Her sincere concern for the domestics was evident and the CPR obviously preferred to have someone in charge who was inclined to support their views. Although the activities of the CWCB occupied a brief period of the interwar years, they serve as a clear indication of prejudices and attitudes in Canada’s immigration history.

Conclusion

Immigration and settlement have always been at centre stage in Canadian policy-making. Through their own immigration departments, the CPR and CNR were actively involved in shaping the ethnic pattern of western Canada. Their main concern was to increase the population and subsequently the economic base along their rail lines. The sensitive definitions of “preferred” and “non-preferred” shifted constantly with the tides of public opinion and policy-making responded accordingly. That a relatively small number of women
were accorded so much attention and care shows how the Calgary-based CWCB tried to accommodate the wishes of the CPR, the government and the public. It is interesting to note that it took more time, effort and paperwork to recruit a British domestic than one from continental Europe. Apparently, no mistakes were to be made with the more expensive “preferred” domestics who did not have to learn Canadian ways. Equally compelling is the fact that many Canadians were convinced that the extra effort was worthwhile in the name of ethnic purity. “Preferred” or not, the new arrivals certainly met with Canadians who held strong views as to the role of the female immigrants:

The office girl and the sales lady, still have their calling and always we will need them: but the immigrant girl, more often than the Canadian born, acts on the principle that the home comes first and that housekeeping and homemaking are the most fundamental essentials of a woman’s education. Perhaps most of our own women realize this to be true. When they act on it, the home-helper will be more nearly on a level with her employer than any other worker can be.25

From our contemporary point of view, some of the language used during the 1920s can seem offensive. For example, in much of the correspondence between the Board and other officials, and with the employers and domestics, Board members were referred to as “ladies”, and domestics as “girls”, regardless of age. Nationalities were described in terms of evaluative stereotypes that are now recognized as inappropriate. Despite today’s increased sensitivities, there remain parallels with today’s immigration preferences, and while we might have cleaned up the language, attitudes are more difficult to change.

Notes
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4. These numbers were compiled from Annual reports, Department of the Interior, 1904–1914 and the Department of Immigration and Colonization, 1919–1930.

5. The term “ladies” is used to preserve the sense of the original documents and was often more selective than the term women. Various ethnic references, even if pejorative, are similarly retained.


7. Mr. J Colley, Assistant Superintendent of Colonization in a proposal to form the CWCB. no date. CPR, file 1007.


10. In a letter from an employer to Miss Wares, April 29, 1930. CPR, file 1475.


15. Ibid. March 27, 1930. CPR, file 1476.

16. Ibid. April 30, 1930. CPR, file 1475.

17. Ibid. no date. CPR, file 1475.

18. Letter from a prospective employer to Miss Wares. CPR, file 1478.

19. Miss Wares in a letter, no date. CPR, file 732.

20. Telegram from H.S. Kent district Superintendent of Colonization, Calgary to R.C. Bosworth, Superintendent of Colonization, Winnipeg. April 19, 1930. CPR, file 1459. And the answer to this message, April 20, 1930. CPR, file 1459.


23. Ibid.

24. In a memo to Mr. Van Scoy, Superintendent of Colonization, from James Colley, Assistant Superintendent of Colonization for the CPR. July 18, 1928. CPR, file 732.
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